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ABSTRACT

The study was-conducted on River Semliki in .Ntoroko District on the Ugandan side of the

River. This River 'has severally burst its banks arid is characterized by bank erosion which.

resultsinto loss of land and the associated side effects, this study was therefore designed to

(i) demonstrate changes' in the plan and stream sinuosity over-the periods. between '1986-1990;.

1990-2000, 2000 ..20.10, 20 IQ-20 16, (ii) quantify the amount of land lost in the cut banks of'

the River (.iii) examine ';the vegetation and SoH 'characteristics. along the River banks, 'thi.s·
study used 30m resolution ortho-rectified Landsat TMlETM images ofthe study .area to. m<:lp.

out the meander plan of the River, identify the. hotspots of land less and. quanti~ the amount

of landlost in 'those areas using ArcGlS software version 10.1. Vegetation and soil sampling

was carried out in..the hotspots of land loss and a control 'site all within four villages in

Ntoroko District.

The results obtained showed that River 'Semliki has continuously changed its meander plan

(coursejoverthe time. series.examined. The sinuosity of the River was majorly meandering.

There was a glaring.evidence of land Joss on the Ugandan side ofthe River; The loss ofland

ranged from 10.06 ha. in Nyakasenyi village, Butungama. Sub-County to 2:rS3 ha in

Bweramure village; Bweramure Sub-County, The .:Riverine vegetation was mainly woodland's

and grasslands with the major plant species being Phragmites mauritianum, Typha

-domingensis, Sporobolus. pyramidalis; Echinachloapyramidalis, Cynodon daetylon while. :tl].e

soil type was mainly the red brown loam soil.

In .order to safeguard the' River, "Its bank and 'the adjacent land, communities surrounding the

River should be sensitized on the' protection of River banks; enforcement of the

recommended .1 qOm free zone along theRiver bank; reduction of land use pressure along ..the.

River banks especially that resulting from livestock by creation Of valley dams for watering

livestock; restoration of the' degraded 'sections of the River using native plant species;

riprapping meander bend walls with. stones to stabilize and reduce the scouring effect of

water on channel walls,

Xl.1l



CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
e-, 1.1 Background

Rivers .are systems in dynamic equilibrium .that continuously balance water flow and sediment

transport (bas et aI., 20 [A). Das et al., (201'4,)' further assert ,tnM diverse bank erosion .processes

occur throughout the River network starting from upper reach ro lower reach, In the upper reach,'

near its source, the River has a huge amount of material to cut through to reach base level, so it

primarilyerodes downwards, creating a steep-sided v-shaped valley, In the middle: reach, the

River continues to cut downwards but it is .also starting to cut sideways or laterally. Once the:

River has reached the lower course (lower. reach), 'it. hasalmostreached its base level, somost of

its erosive energy is concentrated on cutting laterally and creating features such as meanders.

This, inherent acti vity of Rivers has' made flood and River bank erosion become: almost regular,

phenomena.throughout the world (blls et al., 2Q14).

The process of River meandering, bank erosion and deposition are accelerated by anthropogenic

activities such as deforestation, gravel mining, over grazing, construction of dams and bridges,

artificial out offs, bank revetment-and. land use changes (Kondolf 1997, Das et al., 2014). These

activities 'interrupt-the equilibrium ofthe Rivet dynamics and accelerate the rate ,0f bank erosion

since they are much stronger in terms of changing River dynamics than natural. events such. as

floods, droughts and landslides (Yamani el al., 2011). FDt example, deforestation and

inappropriate land lise upstream leads to excessive sediment load into the Rivers (Davinroy et

al., 2,Q03,;Arohunsoro et £II., 2014), while.the presenceofriparian 'vegetation 'Stabilizes River

banks 1).)' increasing shear, strength of the soil, reducing water velocity and armoring the, bank

(Ott, 200.0). However, this stabilization is dependent on plant vigor; density and tooting depth

(Ott, 2000.).

"

The loss ,of land due to River bank erosion is permanent. and has far, reaching impacts '00' the

economy (bas et 41., ~ot4). For instance, it results into displacement of the local communities

thereby .subjecting them to economic insecurity (unemployment, erosion of capital and

indebtedness) and social insecurity (deprivation of Civic rights, health insecurity) (Das et al...

2.0.'r4). Iii,addition', italso affects. the River's ecology (DaS'(~1al., 2014). According to the Atlas of
Out' Changing Environment by NEMA (2009) although River Sem likl is in lts old stage, ithas

" ,
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characteristic meanders and forms oxbow lakes. iii some places-and 'hM. enormous erosive power

which is realized when it emerges from the forestedSemliki.National Park onto, theSemliki flats'

in Rwebisengo and Bweramule sub-counties, Ntoroko Distt:ict This River activity has

contributed to loss of land, and dynamism in the international boundary between Uganda and the

Democratic. Republic, of C:C!!Igo(DR,C).,

1.2 Statement of theproblem

River Semiliki has, burst its 'banks severally and the associated meandershave extended variously

in the-environs contiguous tothe River. The-report further-asserts that major impactsofjneanders

and River' bank erosion include the loss' of land through 'extension of River banks, and an

equivalent shrinkage of available land for animal grazing, cultivation and settlement (Indeed.the

incidences of flooding in River Semliki have been mutedly reported as the uptake of land that

accompanies the. floods (Tenywa 20I5} Randerson (2010), also reported that local farmers are

losing out as: ,increased flooding reroutes 'Semliki River and robs them of their [and. He further

opined that this activity is making Uganda.smaller), In spit,~ of ,this situation, there is no local

literature-that demonstrates' the attempts to, track changes in River Semliki's meander plan and

sinuosity quantifies land, 'losses and relates these changes to landscape characteristics suchas soil

and the adjacent plant ty'p,es. It is' therefore on this background this.study sought. to. demonstrate

change's ,in meander plan .and sinuosity ofriver Semliki .over time, quantify the land losses at cut

banks on the Ugandan side in Ntoroko district and examine: the nature and characteristics of

vegetation and' soi Is along the .river banks.

L3 JlI,$tifi'cilti(lj~

The study was intended.to address the environmental issues 'such as silting, land use among

'others: by providing the .appropriate information on river bank stabilisation .and restoration. The

data and information generated from the research provides 'policy makers and neighbouring

communities on strategies, to.control and address the problems of river meander migration, bank

erosion, land Joss which is the main cause 'of the ongoing 'land wrangles between Congo and

'Ugimdci and -also threat to Semliki National Park; Taro' Wi-Iali'fe: Reserve, Virunga National Par.k,

which are important tourism sites;

15



1.4 Objectives

1.4.1 General Objective

The overall objective ·of this. study was to demonstrate changes in meander plan and 'sinuosity of
River Semliki over time, quantify the land losses at .cut banks. on the Ugandan .side in Ntoroko

District and examine.the nature and characteristics "Of vegetation and soils along the River banks;

1.4.2 Speclflc objectives

i. 19 demonstrate.changes in plan and sinuosityof River Semilikiover the periods of 1986-

lQ90~1990-2000,2000.-2010 and 2010-2016

ii. TQ quantity the-extent of land loss .at cut bankson the Uganda's side of River Semliki, in

Ntoroko District

iii. To examine theinfluenceof vegetation and -soil characteristics along River Semliki on

the extent at-bank erosion in Ntoroko District
1.5 Researcli.Questions

This study was. hinged on the following questions;

1. What.has been the plan of River ·Semliki since. 1986 in Ntoroko District, Uganda?

.~. How much land (hectares) .has been lost- at cut banks .on the Uganda's side of River

Semliki since 1986?

3. What is the influence of soil characteristics along River Semliki on River bank erosion?

4. What is the influence of vegetation characteristics alon:g River Semliki on River bank
. ?erosion.

i.6 Hypotheses

I. There have. been majar changes in the plan .of River Sernliki in Ntoroko District, Uganda

since 198<;1

2. There is significant land, loss at cut banks of River Semliki On the Uganda's side ofthe

River in Ntoroko District due. to its changing.plan

3. 'The soils and vegetation characteristics along River Semlikiin Ntoroko District influence

the extent of bank erosion

16



1.7 Conceptual framework

This study was undertaken to provide relevant scientific information for effective management of

River Semliki. In this regard, the variables that were investigated were the plan and sinuosity

changes of the River over the periods 1986-1990, 1990-2000, 2000-2010 and 2010-2016;

identification and quantification of the land (hectares) loss at various cut banks along River

Semliki and the types of soils and vegetation along the River banks. It was envisioned that over

the time periods, the plan of the River had changed and this brought a significant loss of land at

cut banks. It was further assumed that the vegetation and soil characteristics had a major

influence on the extent of bank erosion. The investigation of these linkages was accomplished

through repeated analysis and digitization of satellite images of a section of River Semliki over a

given time period and field sampling to obtain information on vegetation and soil parameters

along the River banks.

Figure 0-1: Conceptual framework

1.8 Significance of the study

The information generated in this study is useful for scientists (researchers) interested in

modelling and predicting the futuristic plan of River Semliki. The study has also quantified the

amount of land that has been lost over time and prioritized hotspots of this loss. These sites or

17



hotspots of land loss can. therefore.be treated a,'? priority candidates for-any effort on Riverbank. .

~:. stabilization. and restoration projects by the local .community, government or civil society

organizations. The identification of vegetation, types along the River bank offers .the reference

dataset on which plant species for future restoration and.River bank stabilization projects can be

selected. this is based on the' observation that certain plant ·types are more efficient .in bank

stabilization than others.

The information on human activity along the Riverbanks' is also beneficial to. regulatory

authorities like the National Environment Management Authority·eNEMA). and local government

authorities mandated to manage Rivers in. Uganda. This helps. in the formulation of-appropriate'

management interventions, lobbying for resources and monitoring the health of the River'
systems.

River Semliki has geopolitical importance, the information on plan changes that has been

.generated in this 'study forms an important.reference dataset fOr resolving. border disputes in 'the

future due to .the changing course .of the: RIver's meander plan. There is already evidence that.
such information .is -critical in resolvin~ conflicts .basing on' the rep.ort· by Aluma and Okello

.(2015) that there is tension between the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) -and Uganda

whereby the fanner' is accused ofencroaching ali the latter's boundaries. The availability ofgeo-

referenced' information data .sets like the one generated in this studymakes it easy to- resolve'
border disputes.

1.9. Scope

This study was carried .out along the str-etch of River Semliki.in Ntoroko District bordering the
Democratic Republic of Congo. The study analyzed the changes in the meander plan and stream

sinuosity of the River over the period 19$6-199Q~ 1990~:ZOb.O,2000-2010 anti 2010- 2016) using

satellite imagery. In addition, this studyidentified the major out banks along River Semliki on
the Ugandan side-and quantified the acreage of land (ha) that has 'been 'lost. T~~ study also

examined the vegetation and soil types along River Semliki in Ntoroko District with a. view of

relating-themto River bank erosion.



CHAPTER TWO; LITERATURE,REVIEW'

2.1 River plans

Das et al., (20N) classifies R'iver channels into four (i) straight Rivers which are almost non-

existentamong natural Rivers-and .but only extremely short reaches of the River may be straight,

(Ii) meandering which is, a sinuous 'channel 'of River formed whenmoving, waterin a River

erodes the outer bank's and widens its valley, and the inner part ofthe River has less 'energy 'and

deposits silt, (iii) braided' which is ,8 channel that consists of a, network of small channels

separated by small and often temporary islands called braid bars. Braided, 'channels occur in

Rivers W-ith high slope and/or' large sediment load and (iv), anastomosing, Rivers which are like

braided' channel branching of small Channels from a single occurs atfirst, but after that separated

channels again merge.

The meandering activity of the, River continuously reshapes their landscapes, (Pas et al., 20.14).

According to the static and dynamic characteristics, alluvial River patterns are in general

categorized as straight, meandering and braided Rivers (Leopold and Wolman, 1957). It is vital

to notethat.Rivers are systems 'iii dynamicequilibrium that continuously balance water flow and

sediment transport (Das 'et' al., 2014). When, River channels are altered under-naturally dynamic

"hydrologic conditions, the River readjusts itself withrespect.to 'dimension, profile, arid, pattern to

reach its former balance or 'equilibrium (Couture, '2008). Through meandering, Rivers, fill

sedimentarybasins thereby creating an irregulartopography favouring the formation of diverse,

ecological niches (Lombardo, ~Q 16).

The primary f~Q.t9.rcontrolling River development is, the amount of sediment that the River

carries (bas et ,,1.,2,(14). Once the water way crosses a, threshold value for sediment load, It will

convert from JI. single channel meandering River to a braided channel (Leopold and W,olma:n,

1957), Bank erosion, however, occurs mainly in meandering Rivers, In meandering Rivers,

River-channel m igration 'takes place through erosion of the cut bank and deposition on the 'point

bar. RIver channel migration '1S the' lateral motion of an alluvial: River channel across its

floodplain .due ~O"processes of' erosion of and deposition on its banks -and bars (Das et a/.lO 14);

Due to natural or human or both activities, most Rivers in the world such as the Mississippi-
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Missouri River System of North America, Ganges, Brahmaputra and Mekong Rivers of Asia,

Amazon River of Solith America, and River Nile of Africa are' subject to meandering along with

bank etP510n (Das et al".:20'14), In add ition ...due to high precipitation (>2200 mrn), steep slope,

soft soil cover in the hilis .and alluvial formation in the valleys, there is high velocity .and

discharge of water laden with high silt discharge. All these' factors result into meandering of the

RIver and 'eause severe erosion in the concave bends (Mithun etal., 2012).

2.2 Stream sinuosity

A River's' sinuosity is its tendency to move. back and forth a~.r0SS its floodplain in an Svshaped

pattern over time, As the stream meanders, across the' flood pJaio,..·it may leave behind scars of
where the River channel once was. A stream. which doesn't meander at all has a' sinuosity of 1.

The more meanders in a stream, the closer the sinuosity value is to O. hi the case. of Rivers, the

conventional classes of sinuosity indices (SI) are SI <I :05 is almost straight, 1.05 ··s ST < 1.25 is

"winding .• 1.2S··:Sst« 1.50 IS twistyand ):50 S$[ is' meandering.

Sinuosity .studies help in understanding the topographical and hydrological characteristics .of'the

drainage.bastn (Krishnanu and Gopinath, 2(15). Although Rivers are usually described as being

straight, meandering or braided, there is in fact a greatrange of.channelpatternsfroni straight

through meandering. to braided and. anabranching or anastomosing. According to Krishnanu and

Gopinath (20i 5), sinuosity analysis helps in defining the channel pattern ora drainage basin. It

also enables evaluation of the effect of terrain over the River course and. vice yersa. Sinuosity

analysis for example Krishnanu and Gopinath (2015) used topographic maps of Bharathapuzha

River to identify the sinuous, meandering and braided channel patterns in the River 'basin.

~.3River bank erosion. andland loss

River. bank erosion is one of'the critical pu~lic concerns in some countries of the world because

.·it has long term consequences on human life .(Das et al., zo j 4). This is because the loss of land

due. to. River bank erosion is permanent forinstance O.DCe. residential and productive land is lost

.due to, River bank erosion; it can hardly be replaced which Significantly impacts on the economy.

It also. affects River ecology (Das et al., (20' 14.). In a study. by Sarma and Acharjee (2012) on

Brahmaputra River bank erosion in Assam, land loss has been documented. These. a:uthor~

further assert that: littleeffort has been made to' quantify the land loss-due to this erosion although
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it is often reported that Brahmaputra River bank erosion. causes poverty since it has wiped out

large areas including human settlements, productive crop land and reserve forest area.

The impacts of River bank .erosion are. multifarious and these. include social, economic, health,

education and sometimes political. The first and foremost impact is social namely homelessness
due. to land erosion which compel's peopleto migrate (Figure 2.1) (Das et al.; 2014), After forced

migration they suffer from economic crisis, namely loss of occupation and loss. of property, ami.

they are at the risk of poverty and sometimes involvement in criminal activities. (Iqbal, 2010).

Identity crisis is inevitable to these migrated people as their belongingness to any particular

District or state or country is often denied. These effects become a disaster when riparian buffers
. .

are not maintained and human settlements ate Situated too close to eroding banks (Das et al.,

2014).

River Bank Erosion

I
I I I

Social Impact Economic Impact Other Impact
Homeiessness. Lossoj productive talJd lmpropercare jor health

M;gratio/l Los» of occupation LackOf Education attai,;rneilt

Identity Crisis Risk Of poverty oimtno I activities

Figure 0"'1:Impacts ofRiyerbank erosion (Adaptec.ljrom Das.emt; 2014)
In River Semliki, the Atlas of out' changing environment by' NEMA (2009) asserts that

approximately' 100 kin long section of the River in the Semliki flats has seriously eroded. its

banks. The human and livestock activities have greatly affected the natural vegetation .along its

course, thus leading to River bank breakage. It estimates that over 10 III of the River bank on

Uganda's territory is eroded annually at various points and as a result, Jt seems to have doubled

its width within the last ten yeats. This has two implications namely (i) the boundary between

Uganda arid Democratic Republic of Congo (ORe) is no longer fixed and this is a potential

threat to security between the two countries and (ii) loss oflaiid means extension of buffers and

an equivalent shrinkage of legally available land for aninial grazing, cultivation and settlement

The outcome of the latter are land conflicts as the land becomes increasing limited for use by
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herders and cultivators. This observation forms the basis of this study, with the sole. aim of

demonstrating how. these' changes. have occurred.over the different periods.

Naturally a river responds by rejuvenation of flow in a bid to behave-as though it is in the

youthful stage of the cycle of stream maturation (Sparks, 1983). Itaims to create a straight-deep

V-shaped channel after initial meander cuts' which form islands .arid ox-bow lakes along the
channel. However, bank erosion is increased by anthropogenic activities deforestation and

inappropriate land use in the upper reach which ultimately leads to excessive sediment load

(Arohunsoro et al., 2014:; Davinroy et al., 20'03), The presence of vegetation .stebitizes River
'banks .by increasing shear strength. 0f the so iI, reducing water ve foe ity, and armorin g the bank

(OR 2000). The ability of vegetation to stabilize a 'bank l.s dependent upon.factors such as plant

vigor, density and rooting depth. Some. studies revealed that bank erosion in the ..upper reach 'was

primarily due to destruction of riparian vegetation by people's access and the effect of bridge;

constrictions on high' flow, and secondarily to poorly installed channel revetments (Madej et al.,
1994).

A River arid its surrounding riparian vegetation are two dynamical.systems that interactthrough

several hydrological, geomorphological, and. ecological processes (Perucca et '(11.2(07). A dense

cover of vegetation absorbs the energy ofrainfall, reducing soil detachment by raindrop impact

(Coppin and Richards, 1990). Sheet and rill erosion 'are decreased severalorders ofmagnitude

due to interception storage, improved infiltration, increased flow resistance, .and the. stabilizing

influence-of roots on surface soils (Durnell and.Gregory 1984, Thorne 1990).AIOrig streams with

forested riparian buffets; fallen trees' create series of step pools, dissipatingstream energy and

providing sediment 'storage (Beschta and Platts, J 986). Additionally, vegetation can act as a

nucleus for the. creation 'of sediment bars; vegetation is effective in trapping washload (Hupp,

1999).

Vegetation insulates the stream bank from extreme temperature fluctuations '(Abernethy and.

Rutherfurd, 1998); This, insulation minimizes 'the. occurrence of freezing and cracking due to

desiccation (Thorne, 1.990). Amarasinghe (1992) found a decrease in -evaporation improved soil

'moisture retention in vegetated banks', 'as compared to 'bare banks, reducing the risk of
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desiccation and. slaking: Vegetation also provides increased channel roughness, directing flows

towards the center ofthe channel and reducing flow velocities and shear stresses. along the banks

(Tsujimoto, 1999). It is paramount to note that the. spacing of vegetation along a stream is a

crucial determinant of the distribution ofhydraulic stresses (Thorne et al. 1997). Vegetation also

indirectly affects soil erosion by changing soil physical and, chemical properties including soil

organic matter, aggregate stability and bulk density (Mamo and Bubenzer, 20(1).
Both. herbaceous and woody vegetation provide increased hydraulic roughness, although the.

effects of herbaceous vegetation ate reduced at high flaws because grasses and forbs bend over

in the. flow (Wynn, 2004} In addition, herbaceous ve~etation is absent or reduced during the

winter when mostchannel erosion OCcurs. As a result Of reduced stream. width ..velocities in grass

channels have been found to be greater than those with forested vegetation (Horwitz et al.,

2000). Given the fact that. riparian vegetation has a significant impact on. stream stability and

morphology, it has become an integral part ofstream restoration designs (Wynn, 2004). Basing

on the report in the Atlas of our changing environment by NEMA (2009) that human and

livestock activities have greatly affected the natural vegetation along the course of River Semliki,
it was pertinent for this study to examine the current vegetation along the banks and it is

influencing River bank breakage and ultimately erosion;

2.5 Sriil5' along River batIks

A number of soil parameters influence the susceptibility of'a cohesive SQiI to erosion, including

grain size distribution, soil bulk density. clay type and content, organic matter content and soil

pore water content and chemistry (Thorne: 1990; Allen et al., f999). Research has Shown that
increases in the silt-clay content of soils increases their resistance to' entrainment (Osman and

Thorne, J 988). In contrast, soils with high silt-clay contents.are more susceptible to the effects of

sub-aerial processes which make the soils less resistant to erosion by hydraulic forces (Couper,

2003);.

According to Wynn (2004); cohesive soils are often eroded as. entire aggregates. In this case,

aggregate size distribution and aggregate stability play ail .important role in the erosion of

cohesive soils. The. author further asserts that aggregate breakdown creates smaller particles

which are more susceptible to erosion. In addition, aggregate stability is most influenced.by soil

texture, Clay mineralogy, organic matter content, type and concentration of cations and soil



sesquioxide and Calcium carbonate content. Itis important to 'point outthat theloss-of.aggregate

stability IS the result of slaking, differential swelling, raindrop impact and physico-chemical

dispersion (Le Bissonnais, :1996) .. Slaking is the breakdown of soil. aggregates from the

compression of entr.apped air' during rapid 'soil wetting. Wynn, (~004) sums itthatt'both internal

and external forces reduce a~grega:te stability that Is; differential swelling and shrinking occur

during- the wetting-or drying of day soils, creating jriternal stresses Que to non-uniform volume

changes".
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CHAPTER THREE: MATERIALS ANilMETIiODS

3.1 STU» Y AREA

3.1.l Location of River Semliki

This -study was conducted in River- Semlikr located in Ntoroko District, Uganda. The District is

located approximately 14Q .kilometres Southwest of Hoima District and approximately 307

kilometres North West. o.r Kampala, the. Capital city of Uganda (Musoke et al... 2010). The

District comprises of 3 .sub-counties, 10 parishes and 54· villages, Ntoroko became a District

effective. July 20 ro following the creation ofrrew Districts by the parliament of Uganda .'(Musoke

et ai., 201:0). It was curved out Of Bundibugyo District and used to be part of Tooro Kingdom.

The District has a moderate population density of252 persons per km2 and is characterized by

small-scale subsistence fanning of crops and a high prevalenceefpastoralism.

River. Semliki derives its origin from Lake Edward through ·the Albertine Rift (Western' Rift

Valley) and drains into .Lake, Albert. In the first 40 km, the Rivet travels through a heavily

forested Seml iki National Park, wh iIe for the remain ing .distance .it flows throu~h. grass lands that

are inhabited by-the Batuku pastoral community. The River is geopolitically important because it

defines theborder. between Uganda and the-Democratic Republic'ofCongo (NEMA; 2009),
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Semi iki catchmentarea is a biodiversity hotspot and. contains .several Protected Areas such as the

SernlikiNational Park, TOl:O Wildlife Reserve, Virunga National Park (DRC) which makes it an

. important tourism site especially for birders and 'plant lovers, as well as for sport fishing, The

other wildlife species includes elephants, hippos. crocodiles; buffaloes, pygmy flying squirrels,

various species ofantelopes in abundant numbers, and more than 400 species of birds.

.3.1.2Vegetation mNrorokoDistrict

The District. has diverse land cover types 'including swamps, forest reserves and grass

(www.ntoroko.gu.ug), The steep slopes of Mt. Rwenzori ranges (forest reserve) characterise

Karugutu and Nombe Sup Counties with smaller hills (farmland) terminating into the flat-plains

(grazing land). Along River Sernliki, there are .fQLJrmajor plant types namely grassland, scrub



woodland, Riverine forest and: swamp vegetation iii Bweramure, Nyakasenyi and Kayanja

villages" Bweramule and Butungama Sub-Counties. (See Appendix 25)

J.l.3 Climate

Accordingto Ww"w .ntoroko.go.ug (Accessed 1516120 17), Ntoroko District experiences 'a bimodal

rainfall pattern. The first rains are shot-and occur during March ~'May" and the longer rains from

August-November, Annual rainfall ranges from less than 800mm.to 16.00inm grid 'is, greatly

influenced by-altitude. Rainfall distributions ofthe District enable arable agriculture to take' place

all, through the year. For. most at the foot and slopes of the Rwenzori Mountains, the rainfall

amounts. are, comparatively reliable; the majority of the crops' cari be grown in both seasons.

There is .a wide temperature variation influenced' by altitude, temperatures that fluctuate from

very high (2.S0C) at the. plains to below zero-degrees high in the Mountains, and th~, low Iand

temperatures range from 8°C to 30~C, similarly the humidity varies from over 80% in the

'highlandsto 72% in the low lands (See Appendix 26).

3.1A Soilsin Ntoroko District

The soils are rift valley sediments; grey alluvial. clay 'soils that lend to be alkaline and of' poor.
fertility. Plate tecton ism dictates thatthe tecton ic .plates and subsequent movement a long the rift
valley floors cre~,ted igneous and, metamorphic bedrocks in the Regions Mountains and
escarpments. The rocks .are mainly granites; gneisses and schist; of the steep 'slopes are the
riutrient Source of'thesoil deposits along the River floor's. Rivers distribute gravel and sands OVer
the wider areas of the valley 'before depositing sands and clay sediments into Lake Albert
(Verner and Jenik, 1984). The' Main soil types along River Semliki .include Pellic Vertisols,
Mollic Andosols, Orthic Ferralsols, and 'Humic Gleysols.
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:3.1.5 Topography

v.

The topography of Ntoroko District is similar-to that of Mountain block of'the Rwenzori and the

related escarpments to the east. These continue sloping down towards .Lake Albert. In between

are gorges and valleys: through 'which River Wasa, River Mugiri, River Wan~o, River Kandida

flow as major/permanent rivers. Numerous, seasonal Rivet'S form tributaries to the above

mentioned rivers (but have a, major hydrological importance 'to the, ecosystem). They all 'drain

into the Semliki Flats' (Controlled ·Hunting Area) mainly flooded during.the rain seasons, The

rivers c·atQ' sediments and boulders depending on volume and speed of Water. The main River



sources are. Rwenzori Mountain Block and the Escarpments to the north that are richly endowed
with tropical and Riverine forest ecosystems.

3~1.6 Land use in Ntoroko District

In Ntoroko District, agriculture majorly livestock is the main income earner and households

obtain their livelihoods from it (UBOS. 20Q9). In 2009, Ntoroko county then and Bundibugyo

Districtwere divided into. 4 food economy zones, These Included the highland zone, the lowland

agricultural zone, the mixed cattle-cultivation zone and the cattle and fishing zone (UBOS,·

2009). A food economy zone being a geographical area where the majorities of households

obtain food and cash income through similar combination of means. Bananas, beans, cocoa,
coffee, pafm oil and vanilla are equally grown in all the food economy zones. except the dry

cattle and fishing zone. Cassava is predominately grown in the highland and lowland zone

whereas sweet potatoes and groundnuts are common in the lowland zone. Many households rely

on crop and livestock, sales as their main source of income. Maize, cassava and beans are
actively traded in the cattle keeping and fishing zone, and cocoa as. well as oil palm in the

highland and .lowland zones. However, along the River Semliki banks •. grazing. lands for

livestock are an important form of land use.

3.2 METHODOLOGY

3.2.1 Studydesign

This study adopted a longitudinal design, which involves repeated observations of" the same

variables over time. (Williall1 et al., 2002). In this case, satellite images of a section of River

Semliki in Ntoroko District were analyzed over the period between 1986-1990) 1990-2000,

2000-:2010, and 20jO-2016. This approach allowed forthe investigation of changes in the course

of the same .segments of the River over time. Since longitudinal studies are observational and

may have less.power to detectcausal relationships than experiments (William et al., 2002), this

study relied oil data analysis from changes in meander plan and stream sinuosity of River

Semliki. This led to identification of cut banks and quantification of the amount of land that has

been lost. However, because ofthe repeated observations at the individual level, they.have more

power than cross-sectional observational studies, I:>Yvirtue of being able. to exclude time-

invariant unobserved individual differences and also of observing the temporal .order of events.
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On the other-hand, the descriptive design was adopted when surveying-the vegetation and soil

parameters 'along the River- batiks.

3.3 DATA COLLECTION

3.3;1 Meander plan

This study used 30,m. resolution ortho-rectified Landsat TM/ETM ,6,Ioud-fre e images. These were

downloaded from www.usgs.govfortheyear.s 1986, 1990, 2.000; 2010" 2016 to examine the

changing 'meander plan of River Semliki (path 173; row 05~). The Landsat data consists of a

.global set of high-quality. and high-resolution satellite ,iml3,ges' with global coverage over the

Earth's land masses. Digital enhancement was then carried out to facilitate better visual

interpretation and for automated classification of targets. and features entirely by the computer.

AreOI.S ] 0.1 software was then used. for radiometric corrections and this involved correcting the

data.for foeJlsor irregularities ,and. unwanted sensor 'or .atmo'Spheric,no.ise~: and converting, the data

so that they .accurately represent the reflected or emitted radiation measured by the sensor.Jmage
enhancement was.then carried out to improve the appearance of the imagery to assist . in visual

interpretation and analysis. Here, contrast stretching to increase the. tonal distinction between

various features iii a scene' arid spatial filteringto enhance (or suppressj.specific.spatial patterns

itt an image were done.

Arithmetic operations were 'then performed to combine and transform the original bands into

"new" images which betterdisplay or highlight certain features in the scene. River Sernliki was
then digitized from the various images of different years to see how its, meander plan has,

changed over time.

33.2 Stream sinuosiry

The sinuosity index wes calculated by taking continuous points along the entire} length of the

Rivet' channel using the formula RUVL -where.Rl. is m'e River length between two :lmints' on a

River, and valley length i.~the straight line, distance between the same two points, 'The sinuosity

of River Semliki was determined using ArcO.lS 10.1 software wherebythe images for the five

time series were, digitized and the datasets were used to identify the ..meander sections of the

River, 'Four segments (A, B', C and D) were selected in areas where the meanders have been
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consistent over the years and (E and F) segments of the River that were meanders have not been

so aggressive to show the difference in the sinuosity (See Appendices 1,2 and 3). The sinuosity

of the River was then determined as a ratio of length of the River channel to valley length per

segment (Sinuosity Index (SI) = Channel length! down valley length) as shown in Figure 3.4.

The valley slope (Sval) is measured as the water surface elevation difference between the same

bed features (e.g., riffle to riffle) along the fall line of the valley divided by the valley length

between the selected bed features.

Figure 0-1: shows an illustrates the meandering pattern of River Semliki and formation of
ox-bow Lake as a result of neck cut off.

3.3.3 Quantification of land loss at cut banks

Land loss at cut banks was determined by digitization of satellite images of the River Semliki for

period between 1986-1990, 1990-2000,2000-2010 and 2010-2016 in ArcGIS software version

10.1. The earlier year was used as the base year to show any diversion of the River that is; 1986

was used as the base year for the 1990 image, likewise 1990 was used as the base year for 2000

image and so on. The digitized River of 1986 was overlaid on the digitized River of 1990 to

show how much the River meanders had moved into the Ugandan side and thus the difference in

between the two digitized was measured and recorded. The areas that had lost land as a result of

the River changing course and meanders into the land was then mapped out.
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3.3.4 Vegetation characteristics along the River banks

The. vegetation was sampled in three villages of Nyakasenyi, Bweramure, and Kayanja that

border River Semliki. These sites were purposively selected. basing on theextentof land loss (cut

banks) due to erosion while ..those with minimum bank. breakage were taken as-control sites..

These control s ites had consisted of a vegetated aQQintact Riverban k. The sampling, transect was

randomly established and thereafter, quadrats of5xS' m were established at intervals of SOm front

the River course. In these quadrats, estimation of vegetation and plant species were made. All the

.geographical coordinates of the quadrats sampled .were recorded using a hand held Garmin

Global Positioning System (OPS), model Which is: typically accurate to within IOmetters. The

vegetation classification of Langdale et al. (1964) wasused to' classify the. vegetation types aJQ)1g

the River banks while the Cronquist {J 98J)' .system of classification? Kalerna {20Q5) was in

identification plant species within the different vegetation types. The Cronquist system places

flowering plants into two broad classes, 'magnoliopsida (dicotyledons) and liliopsida

(monocotyledons) and within these classes, .re.la~ed orders are grouped into. respective sub
classes, The. plant species Hun could not be identified in the field were collected; coded with

collection numbers, pressed with descriptive .notes .and deposited at Makerere University

Herbarium for identification.

~:3.5 Soil characteristics along RiverSemliki

The texture, type, consistency and plasticity of soil. alorrg the. in River Sernl iki were determined

as follows;

·aj Soll jex'1ur~

The. ribbon method was 'used to determine the s011texture in the field :'inthe areas of Bweramure

Village in Bweramule Sub-County, Kayanja Village.in Bweramule Sub-County arid Nyakasenyi

Village in Butungama Sub-County. In this method, a small amount of dry soil was collected in

'palm, approximately enough to make a small ball ofsoil about 3/4 inch in diameter when wetted,

water was added drop wise to the dry soil until :it takes on the consistency of modeling clay, the

.soil sample was formed 'into 'a ball, about V2':" % inch in diameter. Where :a ball' did not form

because the .soil was not 'sticky' enough, the 'texture. of that sample was -grouped as sand.

However, Where a ballwas formed, itwas between the thumb' and forefinger .•and gently kneaded



the ball into relatively 'flat ribbon shape',' Ribbon were developed, and left to extend. over the

forefinger until it broke que to its own weight Where the soil sample did not. form any ribbon,

the texture of the sample was grouped to be loamy sand texture; Where the soil sample formed a

ribbon that-is less than 1 inch and the .soil had a.gritty feel to it,;. its a sandy loam. texture ..Where, a

ribbon formed and it was less than I inch and the soil had a smooth feel to it formed, then 'its

silty loam texture. Where' a ribbon formed and was lessthan 1 inch with either anoticeable gritty

or smooth feel, 'it was grouped to be of loam texture. Where the ribbon was between 1-2 inches

. long with a noticeable gritty feel to .it" it was grouped to be. sandy clay loam texture. Where it.

ribbon Conned between 1-2 inches long with noticeable smooth feel to' it, it was grouped as silty

day loam texture. Where a ribbon formed between 1-2, inches long and the soildees had either a

noticeable gritty or smooth feel tp it, it was .grouped <is' clay loam texture. Where a ribbon that

was more "than·2 inches long was formed. and the soil had a 'noticeable gritty feel to (t1 that was

grouped to be sandy clay texture'; and where a.ribbon more than 2 inches long was formed and.

the soil had a noticeable .smooth feel to it, it was grouped as, silty clay texture (Ritchey et. al.,

~OI5).

b) SoH .types

The sampling of sells along River Semliki was don.~ simultaneously with vegetation, surveys.

The soil samples were collected fromthe River bank from three villages of Bwerarnure, Kayanja

Village and Nyakasenyi Village. These were purposively selected basing on the extent of land

loss (cut banks) due to erosion while those with minimum bank breakage as-control sites, These

control sites had consisted of a vegetated and intact Riverbank From each ofthe sites? a sample

of soil (1 kg iii total) was collected' using an auger for determination of the .soi] texture,

consistency and plasticity as described hereunderIfsanchez et al., (2009).

c) Soil plasticity

This refers to the degree to which puddled .or reworked soli tan b,e,permanently deformed

without rupturing, In order to test for plasticity of wet soi I, a small amount of-wet soil was rolled

between the palms of hands until it. forms a .long, round strip' like a: wire ..about 3 rnm thick.

Thereafter, the plasticity is rated .as; (i) non-plastic that-is rio wire can be formed and if formed,

cannot supportitself ifheld on end, (ii) slightly plastic that is' ifawire can be-formed but can

.easily be broken and returned to its former state, (iii) plastic if a Wire can be formed but, when it
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isbroken andreturned to its former state; itcan not beformedagainand (ivivery plastic if awire

can be formed which cannot be broken easily and, when .it is broken, it can be rolled between

your-hands. and be reformed several HOles (Sanchez el al., (2009).)..

4) Soil consistency

Soil consistency is' the strength with which soil materials. are 'held together or-the resistance of
'soils to deforrnatiori arid rupture, SOil consistency 'was measured for wet, moist and dry 5911'

samples. The test to' determine, wet-soil 'consistency was done when thesoil is saturated with

water (Appendix 22). Tocheck for the stickiness ofwet 'soil (Appendix .23)., a tablespoon o(wet

soil. was pressed between the thumb and forefinger to see if it will stick. The fingers were then

'slowly opened. and slickness rated as (i) non-sticky where there was no sail sticking on the
. .

fingers, (ii) slightly sticky where soils where observedto begin sticking in between fingers but

not stretching when the fingers, are opened, (iii) sticky where the soil sticks to both the thumb

and forefinger arid tends to' stretch a little and pull apart rather than pulling free from the fingers,

(iv) very sticky where the soil stuck firmly to both thumb and forefinger andstretches when the

fingers are opened (Sanchez etal., (2009).

Q Non-sticky;

o
.~,

1 SlightlY,sticky; :2 Sticky;

1 ~ ....
. . . .'

. . . . , . .

".. ·2

3 Very sticky;.

3
.

Tn order to test for, moist-soil 'consistency, .' a tablespoon of moist soil was crushed and pressed

between the thumb and forefinger, The mois] soil-consistency was then rated as (i) loose-where

the soil was non-coherent, (single-grain structure), (ii) very friable where the soil crushed. easily'

tinder very gentle pressure, (iii) friable where tile soil crushed' easily under gentle to moderate,

pressure, (iv) firm. where the so iJ crushed under moderate pressure bLit with rroticeab le res istance,

(v) very firm where the. soil crushed under strong pressure (soil dropped on the ground since it

was difficult to do.between the thumb and forefinger), (:vi). extremely firm wherethe soil crushed

only under very strong pressure (Sanchez ei al....(2009;).
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Dry-soil consistency was done on air-dried soil, where a small amount of dry soil was pressed

between the thumb andforefinger: the dry soil consistency was then rate 9 as (i) loose where the

soil was non-coherent (single-grain structure), (Ii) ,so(( where the soil was very weakly coherent

.andfriable (breakin~ to powder or individual grains 'under very slight.pressure), (iiij.slightly liard

where -the soil resisted light 'pressure but easily' broken between tl1umb and forefinger, (iv) hard

where the soil resisted ..moderate pressure (barely, be broken between the thumb and forefinger

but broken in the hands without difficulty), '(v) very hard where the soil resisted great pressure

(not broken between the-thumb and forefinger but could be broken in the 'hands with difficulty

.and (vi) extremely hard where. the soil resisted 'extreme pressure (could riot be, broken in the

hands).

'e} ,Soil resistivity

I
i
I
i

, I

I
!
!

The Wenner method was' used to test the soil resistivity (expressed in ohm-meter) along River
'S~l11liki in Ntoroko District. In this method, soil texture is measured by taking sample of soil (>2

mm gravel, roots, organic 'material) by hand. Thesoils are moistened with little water and-knead

It 'into .a. bolus. Continual' work of the, bolus was done by .addlng moresoil and water -were

ne'cessary until the soil no longer ~ot stuck on fingers and there was no apparent change, in

.plasticity '(ieft for i-2 minutes). Using a clean, moistened hand, the bolus was placed between

the thumb and forefinger and the thumbed across the soil (shearing) to extrude a ribbon. The

length of'the ribbon produced was measured and recorded using a calibrated rule. Soils with high

clay content were further categorised by moulding the bolus into rods. Where the-rods fractured;

the soil was assigned a texture grade lighterthan medium clay (Sanchez.erci; (2009)).

3.4 DATAANALYSlS

The meander plan of RiVeI:' Sernliki was: analyzed by digitization ofthe satellite images for the

'period 19,86 to 20 i6. This resulted into generation of digitized maps showing. the course of the

River's plan thereby enabling a longitudinal comparison across the study period. The digitization

led to the identification of cut .banks along the River .bank where land has ,beep lost. The

.sinuosity was 'analysed using A('CGIS .io.: software. This was followed by-the quantification of

the hectares-lost at each hotspot. In' order to deterrn ine whether there is any significant difference

in the amount of land lost. at each hotspot, the losses (hectares) at.different-sites were compared
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using an independent r-test in Rvsratistical package. The categorization 'of the vegetation types

was done following Langdale et al., (J 9p4) while plant .species were taxonomically identified .at

theMakerere University Herbarium.



CHAPTER FOUR: RESULTS

4.1 River Semliki Meander Plan

The meander plan of River Semliki changed over the 1986-1990, 1990-2000, 2000-2010 and

2010-2016 periods. See Figures 4.1 to 4.4.

Land Lost between 1986 and 1990

Figure 0-1: Meander plan (1986-1990)
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Land Lost between1990-2000
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Figure 0-2: Meander plan (1990-2000)
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Land Lost between 2000·2010
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Figure 0-3: Meander plan (2000-2010)
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Land Lost between 2010 and 2016
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Figure 0-4: Meander plan (2010-2016)
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·4.i Stream Sinuosity of River Semiliki

"It was noted that most segments oftheRiver Sernliki .are not straight with the majority exhibiting

'meanders. as 'shown in Appendices 1,2 and 3. The. entire River and particular segments of the

River. (1986 to. 2016) (Figure 4.5) were considered when calculating the sinuosity (Table 4.1).

these individual se~ments ate illustrated in Appendix 21.

Segment B 1$)86 Segment B 1990

.S"gm~t13 .2010

Figure 0-5: Changes in Sinuosity over the.years along River Semliki

Table 0-1: Sinuosity Indices of-meander segments along River Semliki

C 3.24 3.09 3.25 3.76 3.83
f~~stt!;~~!~~§11?;·~t~~t~~~\·A~j~t}(·:~:;;:~··::>?~A~{;~;;I~>::!:~!}2~~.9./iiWf:;/:~~2t··S4;~W?7M~Y2i~

1.27
········;·.;f:is.:. '.'

1.31 1.31



43 Land Lossalollg RiverSemliki

During the-continuous .change ·in the meander .plan of River .Semliki, land has been lost (Table

4.2). This study. identified areas that had experienced land loss consistently over the period under
study arid marked them as consistent 'hotspots' (Figure 4.6).An analysis of the amounts of land

lost in each hotspot .site using. an independent r-test .showed 'that there was a significant

(t-=O·,OOOl, dr=l J) variation at these sites. The. amount of 'land (hectares) lost ranged [r'om 10.06

hectares in Nyakasenyi village, Butungama sub bounty to.22.S3 hectares. in Bwerarnure village,

Bweramure Sub-County. The Iand lost was then plotted against the yeats and the -gradient

measured as shown in Appendices 5 to'20.

Table 0-2: Quantified land loss at different segmentsofRiver Semliki in Ntoroko District

lD/f.Io~spot Coordinates Coordinates Village Sub-County Laudlost
(X). (y) (Hectares)

8 1856'14 lOo~nO Kayanja Bweramule 11.73
11 185649 lOIOQ6 Kayanja Bweramule 12.88
15 185662 101106 Kayanja Bweramule 11.(2
21 185424 101468 Kayanja Bweramule 13.32
23 187659 105573 Bwerarnure Bweramule 11.92
26. 187762 1056.12 Bwerarnure. .Bweramule 13.95
27 ··~.87S.31 105.57'0 Bweramure Bweramule 22.53
35' Oxbow lake' 187256 f05.()09 Bweramure Bweramule 10.57
36 19J261 108864 Bweramure Bweramu le 12.96
42 19[230 108867 Bweramure Bweramule 13.15
44 191353. 1089.26 Bweramure Bweramule .10.25
47· 1913'88· 108928 Bweramure Bweramule (0.48
70 2()3§O3. 127223 Nyakasenyi Butungama 10.07
55 203687 J 27276 Nyakasenyi Butungama 22.37
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HOTSPOT AREAS ALONG RIVER SEMLIKI

.' Legend

Figure 0-6: Hotspot of land loss along River Semliki in Ntoroko District, Uganda
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Figure 0-7: Land loss in Hectares at different segments over foul' time series in River
Semlikl

Potential i986,-1990 (Ha) i990",ioo·o (Ha} 2000-20l0 (Ha) 2010-2016·(Ha)
hotspots
~ 2.~9~ :0.369 1.432 1.923

.~ 0.784, 1~648. 1:183' 4.2 iA
·3 ],417 ·Q.625 0.54.6 2,.68'8
4 2.l00' 1.830 3.429 2.0'11
5 0.244- 0.288 0~957 3.746
6 ·0.520 .0.312 0.229 s.no
'7 4.5.61 3..021 2.60S 2.700
8 4.73:3- 1.639 0..733 2.5.33
9 1.182' 1.A03 0.316 1.000
10 0.48,6 0.560. 0.577 4.223
11 9.40.8: 0.9·67 0,313 9.2.18
12 4.564, 2,434 IJ34 8.5,63
13 (,134 3..057 2.28.0 0517
14 L26'J 1.411 [,538 1.221
IS 0.074 '2.474 1.086 1:'544
16 1.386 0.914 1.191 0.7$.7
1.7 0.050 0.940 1.049 0:603
18 2.834 2.058 0.470 4.854
t9- 1.126 1.299 1348 1:6.55
20 1,647 6.35.0 4.059 2.463
21 0.316. 0.923 1.757 3:350
22 0.839 .5..190 0.469 10.555
23 0.584 2.5.01 ·0345 2.566
24 0.34,1 0.830 1.612 t.oz:
25 2.547- 5.225 0.6.01 22.83.4
2.6 1.154 .. 2.560 1:294 1.3,32
i,1 9.SS4 0.569 0.727 1.~:9.7
2R 0.50·0 1..041 .0.359 6.292
29 6.392 2.612 0339 1.477
~O' 0.865 'L 169- 0.522 1.257
31 0..341 2'.621 O:lQ$ 4..77!l
32 7593 0..273 0.398. 0.:3,89
33 3.461 1.084 1.033 2.95.7
34 4.515 ,O'~963 0.0.96 p.~.27
35 4.680 1.214 3.::263 1.191
.36 0.;880 .1,...0.79 0.226 3.0.25
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'37 l.O1O 0.983 1.794 3.655
38 1.486,: 1..136 9·045 I,(Jl8
39 0.281 1.3,73 '0.280 :0,6,60
40 0;828 0.4.02 L227 1,646
41 Q.46'~ 0.402 0:777 1.242-
42 0.752 .0.7.03 2,2.09- 2;640
43' 2.337 0.342 0.515 2.343
44 1.215 Q.,~25 .0,:21:0 2,.872
45 0.281 .0.91& '3.809 8.472
46: 0.34.1 .0.766 (>:379' 4.850
47 3.D5'{ .0,259 0.465 4.5.06
48 ,0:365: 0;9.0.0 0.107 4.638
:49 1549 0.324 L57~ 0.S8.o
50 .0,793 0.653 3~898 2.024
'51 2.737 0.4.00 1.502 2.~S3
52 0.986 1.35,0 :2.512 1.299
53 030.0 0:~:03 0:207 4.378
54 1.315' 4.028 1:39.0 3:021
55, 9531 0.873 J.112 1,7.0.0
56 0.618 0:993 LA60, 0.332
51 3.267 .0395 r.OO&" 6.968.-

'...-

58 ,0.994 L.o75 0.39,8, 1.5.16
S9 1.905 .0.97.0 'D.775 SAt!
60 3.003 0,.848 0.729 L9.46
'61 '3:375 ,0.5'4.0 0.720 2.1Q7
62 .0;629' 0.:079 0.384 3.397
63 .0:972 O.Q'OO 0 ..084 6.288
6'4 1..163 0.88.0 5.450
65 0,975, .0.749 3.246
'66 ] .7.06 0.4'83 5.905
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4.4 Vegetation diong,Riv.ei·,Semliki
Four major' .plant types: namely grassland, .scrub woodland, riverine forest and swamp vegetation

were recorded along the banks ofRiver Semliki. Figure 4.4 shows the plant types encountered

along River Semliki giving the major plantspecies.

I. Grassland vegetation.

Hyparrhenia-Themeda, Hyperrhenia filipendula, H. dissoluta, and Themeda triandra dominated

the North-West 'of the River bank where there; had been frequent fires and intensive cattle



grazing, Other speciesincluded Chloris; Sporoboius in.moist wooded savana, short to. medium

height .grass .which occurred in patches; Imperato cylindrica, and Panicum echinochloa a tall

grass mainly covering large. moist depressions such as watering holes and forming a thick hand

on non-forested River banks and lower grounds in the vicinity of-Lake Albert -.

ii. Scrub woodland vegetation,

The dominant wooded grassland characteristic of the Acacia-Hyparhenia-Themeda woodland

with Acacia sieberiana was the dominant tree species associated with.Alhlzia grandibracteata.

Others included the Acacia imperata in a, moist wooded savanna, dominated also. by Acacia
sieberiana; Combretum-Hyparhenia-Themeda which was a mixed wooded savanna dominated

. by Combretuni sp., Tamarindus indica; and Borassus -Hypahenla a palm savarmadominant with

other tree species scattered at lower densities. The Borussus aethioplum palm. is the frequent

.species .altheugh Acacia and other leguminousspecies are.also common.

iil. Riverine forest

This mainly occurs' in narrow strips along the banks of River Mugiri, Rivet Wasa and in

Nyaburogo valley. Interspersed with the Riverine forests, are mainly bushland orthicket species

mixed with low 'canopy forest species. The common forest vegetation type included the Celtis-

Chrysophyllum Riverine forest, which occurs in thick bands along Mugiri and the .southern end

of Wasa. Here are numerous large tree species and high specie's diversity. The most common
main canopy Riverine tree species was Ugandan ironwood «(.)mometra alexandri), followed by
Millettia dura and Kigelia africana. The understory was. dominated .by Beilschmiedia

'ugandensis, by far'the most.common treein the Riverine forests, Cell is africano, .C. intergrifolia,

C mildbraedii, C brownii, Albizia grandibracteata, A. coriaria, Chrysophyllum .sp., Phoenix

reclinata, Polyscias fulva, and Cola gigantea were common. Other associated tree species

included; Atistonia -bonnei, Strychnos mitis, Diospyros abyssinica. Funtumia africana, Ficus

ovata and Phoenix reclinata-.The tre.~ stature declines as. one .moves away from the water

sources', sometimes transitioning gradually to open-habitat species such as Acacia, Albizia and

bushy species, but more often the transition from forest to grassland is abrupt.
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iv. Wetland vegetation.

These were mainly located on permanently water logged areas adjacent to the Riverine forests

and along shores of Lake Albert. The areas were dominated by Phoenix reclinata swamp forest

and Cyperus papyrus swamp.

Figure 0-8: Vegetation and major plant species along River Semliki
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The common Riverine forest vegetation type

included the Celtis-Chrysophyllum Riverine

forest. The main canopy Riverine tree species

is Ugandan ironwood (Cynometra alexandri),

followed by Millettia dura and Kigelia

africana. The understory was dominated by

Beilschmiedia ugandensis, by far the most

common tree in the Riverine forests. Celtis

africana, C. intergrifolia, C. mildbraedii, C.

brownii, Albizia grandibracteata, A. coriaria,

Chrysophyllum sp., Phoenix reclinata,

Polyscias fulva, and Cola gigantea

Scrub woodland vegetation with patches of

open grassland located in Nyakasenyi Village,

Butungama Sub-County. Acacia-Hyparhenia-

Themeda woodland with Acacia sieberiana

are the main dominant tree species associated

with A/bizia grandibracteata. Others included

the Acacia imperata in a moist wooded

savanna, dominated also by Acacia

sieberiana;

Themeda

Combretum-Hyparhenia-



Riverine open grassland dominated by

Cynodon dactylon, Echinochloa pyramidalis

and Sporobolus pyramidalis located at

Bweramure village, Bweramule Sub-County,

Kayanja village, Bweramule Sub-County and

repens in Nyakasenyi village,

Butungama Sub-County. These sites are

~ •• highJy disturbed by livestock overgrazing and
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Riverine swamp dominated by Typha

domingensis. The species is unpalatable to

grazers which is accountable to rapid loss of

vegetation cover and changes in vegetation

structure at the site. The other species include

Phragmites mauritianum, Echinochloa

and Cynodon dactylon In

Bwerarnure village, Bweramule Sub-County.
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It was observed that most meanders astride devegetated land were rapidly migrating both on the

Ugandan and Democratic Republic of Congo side. This implies that role of vegetation in holding

together soil particles and the resultant reduction of River bank erosion is forfeited (Plate 4.1 and

4.2). It was also noted that all places along the River used as animal water points are degraded

and weakened, setting up banks that are easily scoured by the River. (plates 4.3 to 4.4).

Plate 4.1: Overgrazing along River Semliki

.. ~ .. ,.,.---

-,.,,":r 4.... .
t' I' 4,.4 • ,

- - - ._----

Plate 4.3: Phragmites along River Semliki

4.5 Soil Characteristics along River Semliki

Plate 4.2: Bare land along River semliki

Plate 4.4: Typha on Sernliki River bank

The banks of River Semliki have red-brown loam soils (Figure 4.7). The red brown sandy loam

soils are of duplex nature, with a layer of sandy loam to light clay loam overlying clay subsoil.

The surface loam varied in thickness from 10 to 50 cm. Sub-soils were more crumbly and

coarser in texture at depth compared with the overlying, uppermost part of the subsoil. It adheres

to at least one finger, not soapy or sticky (plates 4.6 to 4.9).
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Figure 0-9: The soil types in Ntoroko District

The colour varies from red brown to light grey brown on the surface. Clay subsoils may vary

from yellow to red to grey. 'Mottled' sub soils are common. Mottled refers to a mix of colors in

a patchy appearance. The lower part of the loam topsoil above the clay subsoil is called the A2

horizon, and may be of bleached, white appearance. Deeper subsoils are usually yellowish or

olive brown, and sometimes grey.

The topsoil (often called the 'A horizon') of a red brown sandy loam soil may set very hard with

few cracks upon drying, showing very little structure. This feature is known as 'hard-setting'. It

occurs frequently in soils that are high in fine sand and/or silt and low in organic matter. A hard

surface layer up to 1 ern thick (known as a 'crust') may form in some soils for similar reasons.

Despite this, many of these soils were favorably structured before excessive cultivation damaged

their structure. In some instances, nearer to sand hills and prior streams, the topsoil may be sandy

and loose. Clay subsoils (often called the 'B horizon') are of high clay content and often exhibit

a coarse blocky to column-like structure. The topography of the red brown sandy loam soils is

moderately sloping with occasional short, steep slopes at the rounded ends of drumlins. The soil

parent material is a gray-brown calcareous sandy loam or loam till that contains numerous

fragments of limestone and large boulders of granite.
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On some of the till ridges the soil materials have been sorted by wave action that has produced

sandy surfaces. They can contain a fair amount of organic matter. It is friable and well

aggregated, and about 6 inches thick.

On the eroded slopes however the brown-colored B horizon becomes the surface layer, The B

horizon is a brown to dark brown clay loam, 5 to 7 inches thick. Since it contains a greater

quantity of clay than the surface it is less permeable to water.

Table 4.6: Description of soil characteristics along River Semliki

Description

Dark brown finn sandy loam with weak coarse platy structure.

Dark brown hard medium clay with strong coarse prismatic, breaking to
angular blocky structure.

Yellowish red hard sandy light clay with weak coarse prismatic structure

Strong brown massive finn very highly calcareous coarse sandy loam.

Strong brown massive finn very highly calcareous coarse sandy loam with 2-

10% quartz gravel and carbonate nodules to 6 mm.

In the Semliki flats, there were sections where the landscape bears evidence of profiles with two

Depth (ern)

0-15

15-54

54-80

80-110

Plate 4.5: Soil profile along River Semliki banks Plate 4.6: Loose soil at River Semliki banks

110-160

parent materials hence successive depositional cycles in places. Where clay seems to dominate

the surface and sub-surfaces horizons, the structure of the soils is columnar (Plate 4.7). Sand

seems to dominate sub-horizons in places (Plate 4.8).
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Plate 4.7: Soil profile at a meander Plate 4.8: Blocky soil structure on River SemLiki banks

A quick test of rupture resistance revealed that the soils along the banks of River Semliki were

firm but weakly cemented and hence prone to erosion. This is also the reason they easily curve-

in under stress from animal trampling and is the cause of the bank slumps that accompany light

rains and bank-full flows (Plate 4.9 and 4.1 0).

Plate 4.9: Fragility of soils along River Sernliki Plate 4.10: WeakJy cemented soils
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CHAPt.ER FIVE: DISCUSSION

Il River Semlikimeander plan

River Semliki exhibits active meandering. According to the Atlas of Our Changing Environment
by NEMA (2009), despite thefact that River Semliki is in its old. stage, and like any aging River,

it has characteristic meanders and forms oxbow lakes in some places, 'In spite of-its old stage, 'it
still has enormous 'er,osive power which 'is realized when it emerges from the' forested Sernliki

National Park onto th.e Semliki flats in Rwebisengo, and Bweramule. sub-counties in: Ntoroko

District, The Atias further notes that the increased River bank-erosion due to .overgrazing and

degradation of the Water, catchments has resulted in siltation changing the River course,
significantly 'Oyer the years as: it enters Lake.Albert. ,Results from this research revile that River

Semliki has exhibited .changessince .l98q i.e the, river meanders migrate downstream over time,

which has, led to theformation of O?',90W fakes along the river where meanders cut off from the

main stream (Appendix 21) thus reduction in the length of'the river.

5.2 River Sinuosity a/mig River Sentliki
't'he sinuosity indices obtained in this study increased towards downstream the River channel.

The sinuosity index was highest. as the Riverflows through the fluvial sediments .region of the

study.area (Segment B). ri,e sinuosity of'the River varied from 1.18:to,4'.0'9, Thus River Sernliki

may be termed as a..'highly meandering River ,bas~d on the, classification suggested by Leopold

and Wolman (1957),. The meandering nature of the ..River Is responsible for frequent course,

change of the River as it flows througf the plains of Ntoroko. 'Several types of meander bends

a:long"its bank linehave been observed on overlaying.the River layersof 19~61 1'990,:1000,2010

and 2016 thus leading.to frequent.shiftingofthe bank line of the Rivet.
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Following, Sarma et.al., (~001), Meander bends along the, hank line, of River Semliki during the

period 1986-2016' can- be "broadly grouped into 'two categories and, these are; (i) neck cut-off at

,the meander loop leading to channel abandonment and straightening and (iijprogressivegradual

change in meander bends' as well as in straight parts of the channel (without neck cut-oft). The

neck cut-off occurs when the meander loop becomes' either pearly circular or when the two .ends

of the loop come very close; consequently, the River straightens the: course at the neck of the'

meander bend -resulting in 'abahdoninent of the meander loop and formation of oxbow lake



(Appendix. 21). The formation of new meander bends Was observed in two places during this

period which led to the shortening of the channel course. It was also observed that the Rivet
course in2016 (101.6km) became shorter by 2.20 krn than that in 1986 (Appendix 28).

The other types of meander bends observed by overlaying the River layers of 1986, 1990, 2000,

2010 and 2016 included rotation, translation, extension, lateral, narrowing/widening of the

channel and complex following (Bannan and Goswami, 20tS); These types of meander bends

occurring frequently caused shifting of the bank line of River Semliki, This leads to heavy loss

of land as this process leads. to meandering of the River channel and ultimately results in bank

erosion. The highly meandering nature. of channel as the River flows through alluvial sediments

in the plains and excessive sediment discharge results in constant shifting of the bank line of the.

channel and has been continuing through ages.

5.3.Land toss alongRiver Semlik!

The degradation and extension of meanders has been rioted at fourteen (14) hotspots and has

impacted the international border of Uganda (Figure 4.6 and Table 42): The-border has migrated

many times on. either side. especially downstream were there are aggressive meanders and not so

much up and mid-stream where the River is fairly straight. This migration is accompanied by

land losses (Table 42 and4.3). I~was calculated from the-fourteen (14) spots in the two Sub-
Counties that had lost OVer 10 hectares' ofland on the Ugandan side between. the four time series

1986-1990, 199.0';2000, 2000-2010,2010-20 i6 when meanders migrated along the stretch of the

River. The process is expected to cause further changes in boundary and shrinkage and/or

expansion of land in places if-nothing is done to counter the forces at play.

It is evident that River Semliki has gradually eroded land along its banks on both Ugandan and

DRC sides. {Table 42}. On the side of'Uganda, Appendices 5.":20shows the 'hotspots' of this loss

while table 4.1 gives the quantified amountof land lost on the Ugandan side: Das et a.t, (~014)

asserted that the loss of land due to flood is temporary, but the loss due to River bank erosion is

permanent and has a long term impact 011 the economy. River Semliki is a geopolitically

important River because it defines the border between Uganda and the Democratic Republic of

Congo (bRC) (NEMA 2009). Therefore. having its. course changing is a precursor for border

disputes and resource conflicts between the two countries.



According to the Atlas of Our Changing Environment by NETvlA (2009), increased. River bank
erosion along River Semliki is due to overgrazing, melting of ice on the. Mount Rwenzori and
degradation ofthe water catchments which has resulted into siltation thereby changing the Rivet
course significantly over' the yeats as it enters Lake Albert ..N EMA further notes that in spite of

its old stage, the. Rivet still has enormous erosive. power which is realized when it. emerges from

the. forested Semliki National Park onto the Semliki flats in.Rwebisengo and Bweramule sub-

counties, Ntoroko District. The processes governing River-bank erosion are bank scour which

refers to the direct removal of bank materials by the action of flowing water and the sediment it

carries and mass failure in which simply section of the bank slides Of' falls into the River
(collapse or slumping). It is thus likely that. the human and livestock activities have. greatly

impacted the natural vegetation along its course, thus leading to River bank breakage.

Furthermore, NEMA estimated that over 10 m of the River bank on Uganda's territory is eroded
annually at various points and as a result, it seems to have doubled its width Within the last ten

years (NEMA; 2009).

It is important to note that earlier researchers (Das, T. K; Haldar, S. K., Gupta, I. D.; and Sen, S.

(2014)) have. pointed out the factors that accelerate River bank erosion as flooding, land use and

stream management, clearing of Rivet bank vegetation, River straightening, rapidflow drop after

flooding, saturation of banks from non-River sources, redirection and. acceleration around

Infrastructure Ordebris in the channel, intense rainfall events and bank soil characteristics (easily

erodible, poor drainage) (Das et al., 2014).The bank erosion process In several sections of the.

River network is influenced by the size of the channel, discharge, and flow-strength (Florsheim

et al., 20(8). This therefore implies that bank erosion is an ongoing natural process even at

Rivers that are assumed to be stable, their well-defined channels shiff over a. long period of time

through the processes of erosion and sedimentation.

504 Vegetation along River Semliki
The' nature ofvegetation cover along the River bank and the catchment area greatly influences

the intensity and extent ofRiver bank erosion. Researchers have overtime observed that bank

erosion is. increased by instability of the River behaviour due to deforestatjon and inadequate

land use in the. upper reach, which ultimately led to excessive. sed iment .load into the Rivers
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(Davinroy et a/., 2003; Arohunsoro et al., 2014). Vegetation stabilizes banks primarily by

Increasing shear strength of tile soil, reducing water velocity, ..and arrnoring the bank (Ott, 20QO).

Of course, the 'ability of vegetation to stabilize a bank, is dependent upon factors such as plant

vigor. density and rooting depth, etc. Some studies revealed that bank erosion in the. upperreach

was primarily due to destruction of riparian vegetation by people's access and. the. effect of

bridge constrictions on.high flow, and secondarily to poorly installed channel. revetments (Madej

if al... 1994). Therefore, unprotected or poorly managed animal water points and over-grazing at

or close to tile River banks are directly associated with RIver Semliki bank instability, which is

'exploited by· the swelling water levels and heavy discharge, especially during the rainfall season

The. question as to whether meander extension would not take place under 'uninterrupted

conditions can best be answered 'by' looking at the'. nature of meanders where there is' no:

disturbance. Here, vegetation and its roots hold the soil.firm ly, and the rough form of the bank

increases boundary resistance to flow, so that the waves weakly out the banks. In effect, the

meandess have remained intact (Plates 4,9 and 4.1.0)¥ this -is 'mostly' true where vegetation. is'

dominated by Phragmites (Plate 4.1O)~otherwise whe~,e there. is Typha, meander cut banks ate

easily scoured (Figure 4. 1 I) but unfortunately Typha seems to outcornpete Phragniites implying

that the is need .to increase 'on the population of Phragmites species along: the river in order' to'

restore the River banks.
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CHAPTER SIX: CONCLUS'ION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 CONCL USION

The following conclusions 'can be drawn from this study:

l. Themeander-plan of River Semliki ]H~Schanged overtime.

2. Land loss on both the Ugandan and DRC sides of River Semliki implies that the
international boundary between these two countries is, dynamic.

~. Although the, m igration of meanders is a natural process that accompanies stream

adjustment to perturbarions, this process has been' accelerated by human activities.along

stream 'banks of-River Semliki. that have 'undermined channel bank-stability,

4. Plant species which are deep rooted such esPhragmites mauritianum are more suited to

stabilize River banks than the shallow roots.ones like Typha domingensij;.

t/.2 RECOMME.NDATIONS
Inorder to safe guard fhe SernlikiRiver bank and minimize.erosionand the resultant side effects,

including among. othersland loss, the following-are practical remedies.

L There, is,an urgent need to sensitize and-or educate the masses along the River on the role

of human activities in accelerating River bank erosion. This emanates from the

0.bservation 'that the misuse of the stream banks is responsib Ie for th.e.,aggressi ve ,scouring

Of the Rivet 'in 'places. There is evidence 'that where hanks ate intact .and vegetated,

meander migration is controlled ..

2. Interventions that will reduce land Use pressure on stream banks should be implemented,

Such interventions can include alternative" watering points for livestock for example

creation of valley darns which are supplied' with water pumped from the River, This will

reduce the trampling .effect Of cattle on the rather fragile River banks. It was observed

that cattle. water points along the stream present weakness at such banks, which are.

.exploitedby water especially when flow is 'at or.close to, bank full. Therefore, instead of

'ereating darns ,in the interior of'the catchment, let animal water points be engineered at
selected spots along the River. The water points should be constructed with a rough ramp
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to allow delivery of cattle to the water while atthe same time the cattle can retreat to the

flood plain after drinking water. The ramp should b~ placed in a certain orientation not to

significantly destabilize now to cause. turbulence at or Close to the bank.

3. Deliberate efforts to vegetate the River bank ought to .be .implemented, While carrying

outthis exercise, priority should be given.toindigenous species existing.in the. River bank

and the adjacentcatchment area.

4. The relevant authorities should enforce the protection zone of 100m. It is required that

the protection zone of 100 rn from the highest wateris enforced. This can be achieved by

sensitizing the community about the relevant provisions of the law, which demand the

institution of the said limit. This should then be followed by monitoring to assess

compliance, and then enforcement;

5. Restoration of the already degraded sections. of the River bank, The degraded land within
the 100 in should be restored by way ofallowing itto regenerate with hydrophytio.plants.

It is plausible that once demarcated and the community is sensitized against

encroachment, this Can be achieved. Where degradation is. severe, bio-engineering

approaches should ·b~ used that is these must involve planting vegetation that suits the

soil (saline characteristics) and climate of the area,

6. The River banks should be channelized.at meander sections only. This will protect the

channel wall against scouring. This is possible considering that such resistance would

destabilize, flow either upstream or downstream the structure with the results that weaker

sections up or downstream the structure are undercut. The River would then extend the

channel's width leaving the structures in the water.

7. Bio-engineer hotspots and susceptible meander sections. This will slow stream flow

velocity using rebar meshes and. hence engineer the environment to facilitate the. growth

of plants that can (i) accumulate "below ground'; matter and soil, and grow to anchor the

rest.of the. mass on neighboring rebars and bank. This approach means that tbe meander

Can be reconstructed to close to its fanner assembly which in. turn. helps recover lost land.
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S. Riprapping meander bend willis. This can be achieved by use of rocks' to. stabilize and
reduce -the scouring effect of water on channel walls. This technique was used 1.0

successfully halt meander. migration atsections of Sacramento Riverin California, USA

(Larsen.and Greco, 2002).
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APPENDICES
Appendix 1: River Semliki Sinuosity Index for 1990

E(13.42km) from Upstream
in B'urungarna Subcounty

D(20.27km) from Upstream
in Rwebiscngo Subcounty

C(14.73km) from downstream
in Bw erarnule Subcounty

B(9.90km) from downstream
in Bweramule Subcounty

A(3.74km) frorn downstream
in Bweramule Subcounty
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Appendix 2: River Semliki Sinuosity Index for 2000
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Appendix 3: River Semliki Sinuosity Il.ldcxJor-Z010'
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Appendix 4: River Semliki Sinuosity Index for 2016
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Appendix 5: Land loss in 1-5 'botspots' (Calculating the radients for re-occuring Hotspots)
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Appendix 6: Land loss in 6-10 'hotspots'
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Appendix 6: Land loss in 11-15 'hotspots'
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Appendix 7: Land loss in 16-20 'hotspots
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Appendix 8: Land loss in 20-25 'hotspots'

Appendix 9: Land loss in 26-30 'hotspots'
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Appendix 10: Land loss in 31-35 'hotspots'
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Appendix 11: Land loss in 36-40 'hotspots'
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Appendix 12: Land loss in 41-45 'hotspots'
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Appendix 13: Land loss in 46-50 'hotspots'
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Appendix 14: Land loss in 51-55 'hotspots'
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Appendix 15: Land loss in 56-60'hotspots'
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Appendix 16: Land loss in 61-65 'botspots'
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Appendix 17: Land loss in 66-70 'hotspots'
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Appendix 18: Land loss in 71-75 'hotspots'
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Appendix 19: Land loss in 76-80 'hotspots'
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Appendix 20: Land loss in 81-85 'hotspots'
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Append.b-,:H: Formation of ox-bow along River Semliki meander
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Appendix 24:Major Hotspots and quantified land losses over the time series
IDlHotspot Land lost (Hectares)
8A 11.73
12B 12.88

15C J 1.12

2tD 13.32

23E 11.92

26F 13.95

27G 22.53

35 Oxbow lake 10.57

36H 12.96

42-1 13.15

44J 10.25

47K 10.48

70L 10.07

55M 22.37

Appendix 25: Location of River Semliki in Ntoroko District, Uganda
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Appendix 26: Temperature in Ntoroko District, Uganda (UBOS, 2009)
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Appendix 27: showing changes in Sinuosity over the years along river Semlik.i
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f
I' Appendix 28: Shows the riv.er length, River Valley and Sinuosity for the time series

Year River RiverVallcy Sinuosity

.Length (Km)

2016 lOJ.6 42.0 2.42

20.10 JOO.9 42:0 2 ..40

2000 96.S 42.0 2.31

199.b 94,5. 42.0 2.25

1986· 99.4 42·.0 237
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